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GUNGE Clean-Up
Powder!
SPUNGE

Gunge Spunge is an eco-friendly, super absorbent, natural powder that eﬀectively cleans
up stubborn liquids such as oils and other nuisance liquids.
Furthermore, Gunge Spunge has unique desiccating and Cationic properties which unlike commercial air fresheners
does not mask smells but rather eliminates them for good. Odours resulting from pet excretions and any area where
Ammonia is released from decaying organic matter can be effectively eliminated using Gunge Spunge.
APPLICATIONS:
Clean-up of Oil Spills and other liquid hydrocarbons
Mop up operations at accident scenes and sites where
toxic material has been spilt
Marine oil spill clean up operations
Animal feedlots and poultry coops where hygiene and
odour control is paramount
Septic tank and sewer overflow clean-up operations
Cleaning and odour suppression of carpeting and
furniture contaminated by animal excretions
Oil and fat clean-up following a Braai or Barbeque

Oil spill clean-up at accident scenes

APPLICATION AND DIRECTIONS
Spills Onto; Solid Surfaces, Carpets and Upholstery.
1 Scatter a layer of Gunge Spunge powder directly onto the spill. Wait for a short
period for the powder to begin absorbing the liquid and odour.
2 Using a broom or brush sweep the powder back and forth over the spill. Sweeping
ensures that maximum surface contact takes place between powder and spill.
3 With every sweeping pass of Gunge Spunge one should notice a significant reduction of the spilt liquid. Should effective absorption cease, the initial quantity of
Gunge Spunge has become saturated and a second layer should be applied.
Repeat steps 1 to 3 above until the spill has been completely contained.
Sweep or vacuum the material and discard in an environmentally friendly manner.
4 Remember, Gunge Spunge in its' unused form is a completely natural product with
5 no harmful effect on the environment. Following absorption of liquids, the material
must be discarded in a manner appropriate to the absorbed liquid.

Garage spill
clean-up

Oil Spills on Water
1

2
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Scatter a moderate amount of Gunge Spunge powder onto the oil. Gunge
Spunge will immediately begin absorbing the oil and thereafter start coagulating
into a contained mass of oil and powder. The coagulated oil and Gunge Spunge
will after some time begin to sink, leaving a clean layer of Water above.
Coagulated material that has sunk should be captured, brought to the surface,
and discarded of in an environmentally friendly manner.
As an alternative to step 2 above, Gunge Spunge can be applied to sections of
the oil spill and contained before the coagulated mass of oil and powder begins
to sink.

Product Code 99095

Gunge Spunge is
non-combustible
in compliance with
fire safety by-laws.

Eco-Friendly

Sewer overflow clean-up
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